As the industry deploys increasingly large and complex neural networks to mobile devices, more pressure is put on the memory and compute resources of those devices. Deep compression, or compression of deep neural network weight matrices, is a technique to stretch resources for such scenarios. Existing compression methods cannot effectively compress models smaller than 1-2% of their original size. We develop a new compression technique, DeepThin, building on existing research in the area of low rank factorization. We identify and break artificial constraints imposed by low rank approximations by combining rank factorization with a reshaping process that adds nonlinearity to the approximation function.We deploy DeepThin as a plug-gable library integrated with TensorFlow that enables users to seamlessly compress models at different granularities. We evaluate DeepThin on two state-of-the-art acoustic models, TFKaldi and DeepSpeech, comparing it to previous compression work (Pruning, HashNet, and Rank Factorization), empirical limit study approaches, and hand-tuned models. For TFKaldi, our DeepThin networks show better word error rates (WER) than competing methods at practically all tested compression rates, achieving an average of 60% relative improvement over rank factorization, 57% over pruning, 23% over hand-tuned same-size networks, and 6% over the computationally expensive HashedNets. For DeepSpeech, DeepThin-compressed networks achieve better test loss than all other compression methods, reaching a 28% better result than rank factorization, 27% better than pruning, 20% better than hand-tuned same-size networks, and 12% better than HashedNets.
Introduction and Motivation
In recent years, machine learning algorithms have been increasingly used in consumer-facing products, such as speech recognition in personal assistants. These algorithms rely on large weight matrices which encode the relationships between different nodes in a network. Ideally, these algorithms would run directly on the client devices such as Amazon Echo [20] and Google Home [14] , which utilize them. Unfortunately, because such devices are usually portable, low-power devices, running such expensive algorithms is infeasible due to the significant storage, performance, and energy limitations involved.
To work around this problem, many developers have resorted to executing the inference models on highperformance cloud servers and streaming the inputs and outputs of the model between client and server. This solution, however, introduces many issues, including high operational costs, use of large amounts of data transfer on metered (mobile) networks, user privacy concerns, and increased latency.
Recent research has investigated methods of compressing models to sizes which can be efficiently executed directly on the client device. Such compression approaches must reduce the model space requirement without significantly impacting prediction accuracy, runtime performance, or engineering time. Our work builds on existing research in the area of low rank factorization. We develop a new compression method and library, DeepThin, that:
1. Solves the fundamental symmetry issue with extremely low-rank matrix factorization of machine learning model parameters, using an auxiliary intermediate matrix and an efficient re-layout operation. 2. Is integrated with the popular and commonly used TensorFlow framework, enabling users to seamlessly compress models at different granularities. We also implemented previous work compression techniques in our library to compare accuracy loss across compression methods. 3. Consistently results in better accuracy at the same size as the previous compression methods. 4 . With our customized C++ TensorFlow operations built on top of MKL [11] , empirically demonstrates inference performance speed-ups from 2X to 14X over uncompressed models.
Related Work
One of the most successful approaches for reducing the total number of free parameters in a network is iterative pruning [9] . A large network is initially trained, then the subset of connections with magnitude closest to 0 are removed. This train-prune cycle is repeated until the network reaches a desired size and accuracy. Han et al. show iteratively pruned models can compress up to 13X with no loss of accuracy [9] . Iterative pruning, however, is less than ideal in practice. First, there is no way of storing the pruned network that fully realizes the reduction in free parameters. Common storage methods for sparse matrices, including compressed-sparse-row and -column formats [19] , more than double the actual stored size of the network when compared to the number of free parameters. CSR, for example, stores sparse matrices as a combination of three vectors -two of which hold one element for each non-zero element in the matrix. Thus, a network pruned to 1 N of its original number of free parameters will be more than 2 N of its original size once it is actually stored in CSR form.
Furthermore, pruning works by taking advantage of the fact that the vast majority of weights in a network are unimportant to the final output. After removing all of those weights, however, further pruning forces the network to remove increasingly important connections. This causes highly-pruned models to lose accuracy rapidly and, empirically, limits the effectiveness of pruning when targeting compressed sizes significantly smaller than 1 50 of the original model.
Finally, pruning networks introduces many hyperparameters (such as the intervals at which to prune and the exact saliency algorithm to use [16] ), optimization of which can have positive effects on compressed model accuracy but require significant hand-tuning during the training process. Often this effort is not worth the additional accuracy gains, leaving many pruned models with remaining inefficiency.
Alternatively, success has been found by reducing the bit width of and quantizing the network weights [8] . However, lowering bit widths imposes a large lower bound on the compressed size (after which weights are represented by single bits and cannot be quantized further).
Better encoding methods, particularly Huffman [10] and run-length coding, can build on quantized weights to achieve significantly smaller file sizes [8] . Unfortunately, such techniques rely on the actual distribution of trained weights in a network, making it impossible to accurately predict model sizes until training is complete. This limitation is often unacceptable in practice, when one wishes to train a model for specific size requirements. Additionally, such methods require significant overhead during the layer computation (as they must decode each individual weight), further degrading model performance.
HashedNetworks are similar to weight quantization and clustering, except the assignment of weight to cluster is determined according to a hash function (so only the cluster means, and not the weight-cluster mapping, need to be stored) [4] . Essentially, each element of the weight matrix is chosen at computation time from a vector of possible values according to the hash of its row and column indices.
Such HashedNets require the computation of a hash function for each weight in the network, adding significant computational complexity to a model. Furthermore, they rely on random memory access patterns which are particularly difficult to optimize for. Finally, because weights are shared randomly in a layer, it is difficult for HashedNetworks to learn logical local patterns in data (which are particularly present in speech, image, and other continuous data).
Recently, Ha et al. introduced HyperNetworks, which use a small "internal" network to generate the weights for the main "outer" network [7] . Ha et al. focus on the power of such HyperNetworks to change their weights over time, but the method also has significant compression potential. However, they hand-designed different, complex internal networks for each class of model, making it more difficult to apply their research to new model architectures without significant engineering overhead.
Finally, Denil et al. and others have shown that weight matrices may be factored into smaller matrices at training time to aid in distributed model training [6, 13, 18] . Conceptually, weight factorization can be thought of as a special case of the HyperNetwork idea, where the "internal" network is represented by a simple multiplication of the two matrix factors. Unfortunately, Denil et al. were unable to effectively train both of the factored weight matrices at once, and instead relied on a pretraining scheme to fix the values of one of the factored matrices before training. These pretrained matrix values, while not needing to be further trained, are not efficiently distributable, significantly limiting the technique's effectiveness beyond improving training efficiency on distributed systems. Additionally, they did not provide a means of further training the initialized matrix values, which should theoretically result in improved accuracy. This paper builds on the weight factorization design, improving on and empirically testing it in many important ways to get our "DeepThin" compression method. In addition, we provide empirical and theoretical best practices for using DeepThin.
DeepThin Compression Model
Standard deep neural networks consist of conceptual "layers" chained one after another, through which input data passes sequentially until finally reaching a desired output. Each layer computes a matrix multiplication between the outputs of the previous layer and the current layer's weight matrix. After computing the matrix multiplication, bias terms are added and a non-linear activation function is applied to the output.
For data with some time dependency, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) can be used. Although there are different types of RNNs, they all involve a model containing a number (usually three or four) of compute steps similar to the one described above. Such models can be more parameter-efficient than regular DNNs, but they still require prohibitively large weight matrices to achieve useful levels of accuracy and thus also benefit greatly from compression methods.
For visual data, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) sweep learned filter banks (weights) over the input data to extract common features. Each sweep step is computationally similar to the layer operation described
Lower rank factorizations of a weight matrix are more appealing from storage requirement perspective. In addition, constructing the weight matrix is computationally more efficient for smaller values of rank r -specifically when r equals 1. But as r becomes smaller, rows of the reconstructed matrix start to become more of a scaled version of each other. above. That said, because the size of input and output buffers in current state-of-the-art convolutional networks represent an unusually large percent of actual network memory requirements (due to large number of input/output channels), in this work we mainly focus on RNNs and feed forward DNNs. Nevertheless, there is no fundamental limitation to apply DeepThin compression method to CNNs. Throughout this work we apply the compression methods to each layer's weight matrix independently. A single layer with a non-linear activation function a, weights W, and biases B is defined as: 
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Values are read from W aux in a row-major order and written to W QxR in a column-major order. , where W and B are learnable parameters that must be stored within the network. As the size of B is often negligible compared to W, we only consider here compression of the W parameter (although we do compress the biases in our evaluations).
The DeepThin architecture proposed in this paper can compress (with some loss of accuracy) any model that relies on storing large weight matrices such as W in Equation 1.
DeepThin Architecture
In this section we introduce our compression approach and show how it evolved from a low-rank approximation method.
Rank factorization compression algorithms work by replacing the weight parameter W in Equation 1 with a function of a smaller set of learnable parameters [6, 7, 18] . For example, in rank approximation as shown in Figure 1 , a Q × R weight matrix W is represented as the product of two lower rank matrices:
where X f is a Q × r matrix and W f is an r × R matrix. During training, the error signal is back-propagated to the low rank factors X f and W f to update their elements the same way a regular weight matrix is trained. The learned factors are then used to reconstruct the weight matrix at each layer during the forward training or inference passes. Lower rank factorizations of a weight matrix -specifically when r equals 1 -are more appealing from both a storage and computational efficiency standpoint. But as r becomes smaller, rows/columns of the reconstructed weight matrix begin to resemble each other. In the bottom part of Figure 1 we show that, for r=1, every set (row) of weights generated by the low rank approximation is a semi-scaled copy of the weight vector W f , and all columns are a scaled copy of the vector X f . Unfortunately, we have found that this artificial resemblance considerably impacts the learning performance and capacity of a network by requiring all output nodes in a layer to recognize very similar input patterns (introducing extreme redundancy).
To reduce the negative impact that such artificial constraints have on network learning capacity, DeepThin first applies rank approximation to an auxiliary matrix W aux of size m × n.
where now X f is a m × r matrix and W f is an r × n matrix.
Next, elements of W aux are redistributed into W Q×R such that the artificial symmetry is broken. The reshaping process adds non-linearity to the approximation function the same way an activation function adds a nonlinear decision boundary to the network's output layer. On first glance, an ideal nonlinear transfer function would randomly scatter elements of matrix W aux into matrix W Q×R . We performed tests with that scattering as a limit study, and as expected found that it was extremely slow (due primarily to the random memory accesses involved). Furthermore, such a scattering scheme requires a matrix of indices to relate the original position to the re-laid-out position, which undermines the compressibility.
A more cost-effective alternative would be to distribute rows of W aux along columns of W Q×R as shown in Figure 2 . Note that this differs from a simple transpose in that one column of W Q×R may be composed of multiple (or only part of a) row of W aux . This reshaping is especially appealing when computing a matrix multiplication because it constructs a column (or part of a column) of W Q×R at a time, in an array of consecutive memory location, while multiplying them by different rows of input matrix X in Equation 1. Thus, it makes full use of the generated elements before discarding them.
Additionally, and to our surprise, we have found that reshaping with this method often achieves better accuracy than with the random scatter method. See Figures 4 and 6 for a comparison between DeepThin and the random scattering (DeepThin Shuffled). We hypothesize that this is due to the random scattering not being able to take advantage of local patterns in the data and weight matrices. Thus, we find that there may be some trade-off between allowing the network to take advantage of such local patterns and getting "stuck" by forcing the usage of such patterns as rigidly as in the simple factorization approach.
Nevertheless, the above reshape function may still result in repetition patterns in matrix W Q×R in form of blocks (of columns) scaled slightly differently. To solve this problem, it is important in practice to choose the number of columns in matrix W f to be prime with respect to the number of rows in matrix W Q×R . In other words, we prefer to have:
where LCM is the least common multiple of the two numbers. The LCM value determines the repetition frequency of similar, scaled blocks in matrix W Q×R . Here Q, the original weight matrix width, is fixed. So, ideally we must choose the largest value for n that is prime with respect to Q. But parameter n must also satisfy other constraints within the DeepThin compression framework. First, matrix W aux needs to have at least as many elements as matrix W Q×R . Therefore:
In addition, DeepThin parameters need to abide by the specified compression rate. Because DeepThin compresses weights on a per-matrix basis, we can calculate the compressed size of any individual compressed matrix in the network. Therefore, for a compression ratio of α and a weight matrix of shape Q × R we have:
where the denominator totals the size of the weight matrix W Q×R , and the enumerator sums up the size of low rank factors of matrix W aux . Note that we do not include the size of the bias vector in this calculation. In practice, we compress and compute the bias vector's compression rate separately if required by the user. Again, note that Equation 6 ignores other, much smaller parameters of the network that are not compressed (such as batch-normalization [12] parameters), thus the actual network size will have some overhead. If the exact network architecture is known, one may add those other parameters to Equation 6 to get an exact ratio for the entire network or to further compress the other parameters to reach a desired overall compress rate. Our library automatically compensates for these parameters, but for ease of explanation we maintain the simple form of Equation 6 . Now, if we replace m in Equation 6 with its lower bound value derived from Inequality 5, for each rank factorization value (r = 1, r = 2, ·), we have a single variable quadratic inequality as shown below:
for which valid ranges of n can be easily determined if any exist. Within valid ranges, we then pick a minimum value of n that satisfies conditions expressed by Equations 5 and 4. Since this fine tuning only happens once during initialization of the network the performance overhead is negligible.
Non-existence of a valid range for n in Inequality 7 indicates that the spatial overhead of DeepThin surpasses any compression benefit it provides for the specific matrix being compressed. This creates an effective lower-bound on the compression rate α supported by DeepThin. This lower-bound is dependent on the size of the original network weight matrix W Q×R but is often less than 1 1000 of the matrix size. Additionally, different matrices in a network may have different shapes and thus different lower bounds. This makes it often possible to over-compress larger matrices in order to "make up for" matrices that have hit this lower bound, thus achieving a desired overall compressed network size (see Section 5.3 for our library's approach to this).
Similarities to a Single-Layer Neural
Network Conceptually, the DeepThin architecture can be thought of as an inner, single-layer neural network that generates the weights for the larger outer network layer (akin to a HyperNetwork). This single-layer "internal" network does not include a bias or activation function, though it benefits from nonlinearity added via the relayout transformation. Although biases serve an important role in standard network layers, allowing the network to effectively shift the activation function, our "internal" networks do not need such biases for multiple reasons. First, values in W f and X f are distributed around a mean of 0. So any biases added to the output of the DeepThin transform would determine the expected mean of the generated weights W Q×R . Because original network weights, W Q×R , are almost always centered about 0, removing the biases from the internal network does not affect accuracy. Additionally, because we do not have activation functions on the "internal" network, biases do not provide the "function-shifting" benefit. Activation functions, on the other hand, have squashing effects that may limit the range of values generated for the reconstructed matrix W Q×R -a new set of artificial constraints that may impact the learning capacity of the original network.
Single-layer internal networks have many benefits, including requiring very little engineering and better compute efficiency at runtime. Nevertheless, a natural question is whether a deeper model could help better reconstruct matrix W Q×R , and improve the compressed network's accuracy.
Ideally, one should be able to extend the DeepThin architecture such that lower rank factor matrices -X f and W f in Figure 2 are themselves recursively lowerrank approximated and reshaped within another inner DeepThin layer. The premise here is that only the innermost layer's thinner rank factor matrices are learned and stored with the hope that they can reconstruct much larger weight matrices on the fly for the outermost DeepThin layer(s), resulting in lower loss of accuracy.
We performed experiments with such extensions of DeepThin, and were able to show an experimental accuracy improvement of up to only about 1%. This soon hits the point of diminishing returns, as deeper internal networks become significantly more difficult to optimize for (particularly taking into account the size of intermediate buffers that would need to be preserved).
Therefore, in the rest of the paper, we focus on the single layer DeepThin architecture. In Section 6 we show that the single-layer DeepThin performs very well, almost always beating other compression methods.
DeepThin Library Implementation
We implement DeepThin and previously proposed compression methods as library modules integrated with the open-source TensorFlow [2] framework. The TensorFlow framework first builds a graph of learnable variables and operations on those variables in Python. Next, the graph is evaluated on the compute device using platform-specific libraries. TensorFlow is capable of automatically differentiating complex graphs built with a standard set of operations included in TensorFlow. Furthermore, optimization algorithms included with TensorFlow can use automatically calculated gradients to iteratively optimize all the learnable variables on a graph, with the details of gradient computation and parameter updates abstracted from the user or other libraries.
Training
For training, instead of calling the standard TensorFlow library to declare learnable variables for each of the network's weight matrices, the user calls a function in our library which mimics the TensorFlow API. Instead of declaring a single learnable variable node on the computation graph, our library creates a separate sub-graph for each variable, which may have its own learnable parameters (e.g., X f and W f , for DeepThin-compressed matrices) and operations (re-layout operation defined in Section 4). The output of that sub-graph can then be used as a drop-in replacement for a regular learnable matrix in TensorFlow. Additionally, because we are able to express our operations as a combination of existing TensorFlow operations, TensorFlow is able to automatically derive the gradient computations and correctly backpropagate the error signal to the learnable parameters of the sub-graph (X f and W f for DeepThin). For DeepThin-compressed models, the sub-graph consists of two learnable parameters, X f and W f , which undergo a matrix-multiplication, transposition, slice, and reshape in order to implement our re-layout operation.
The rank factorization sub-graph is simpler, where two factors X f and W f are multiplied and the result is used in the rest of the graph. Note that the first dimension of X f and the last dimension of W f must match the respective dimensions of the requested matrix shape, a requirement that is not applied to DeepThin-compressed models, where the re-layout operation reshapes and slices the product matrix W aux to the desired size.
HashedNet sub-graphs contain a learnable set of "hash bins", then a fixed mapping from bins to locations in the uncompressed matrix W (which is determined by pre-computing the hash as described in the HashedNet paper [4] and source code). Finally, a gather operation is performed and the resulting W matrix is used in the model graph.
Pruned matrices are created by a sub-graph that consists of a learnable matrix and a "mask" composed of binary 0 and 1 values. The two are element-wise multiplied, and the resultant masked matrix is returned. The library user must place a call to our library's "step" function within their training loop, to indicate that another training iteration has passed. At each training iteration, the library determines whether or not to prune the network at this step -determined by a user-configured pruning schedule. The mask starts off filled with 1s, and each time the network is pruned some percentage of the elements in the mask are switched to 0 based on the magnitude of their associated weight in the learnable matrix. By the end of the last pruning step the mask has exactly enough 1s such that when stored in CSR format the respective non-zero parameters would take up the targeted amount of storage space.
To the programmer, this entire process is transparent and consists only of changing a few function calls to use our library (such as replacing tf.get_tensor with dt.get_tensor). Furthermore, training works exactly as before, and the optimization functions included with TensorFlow will correctly backpropagate to the learnable parameters within each sub-graph.
Because same-size networks are extremely modeldependent, we do not support that compression method in our library. Instead, the user tells the library to return an uncompressed model, and he or she manually modifies the relevant hyper-parameters until it is satisfactorily compressed. We added this configuration to facilitate comparison with hand-optimized compressed models.
Initialization of Internal Parameters
Our library initializes the learnable parameters of each sub-graph such that the overall distrubution of the represented variable (weight matrix elements) is preserved.
For example, for DeepThin-compressed networks, the learnable parameters X f and W f must be initialized such that entries in the reconstructed matrix W Q×R hold initial distributions similar to those of the uncompressed model. To produce reconstructed weights with initial variance σ 2 , our initialization scheme is as follows:
• Initialize entries of rank factor X f with the same variance, σ 2 , as the original weights should have • Initialize all entries of rank factor W f to a variance of 1 r to maintain that σ 2 variance through the reconstruction process
The above initialization scheme works since, in neural networks, weights are randomly initialized by a zeromean distribution. Weight w j,k in the reconstructed matrix is computed by the following sum:
are independent random variables with mean of zero, variance of their product equals the product of their variance, σ 2 r . This summed over r terms results in the target variance of σ 2 for w j,k . Similar calculations are performed to derive initial mean and standard deviations for non-0-mean initialized variables.
Targeting Compressed Sizes
For all compression methods supported by our library, we set a maximum compressed size ratio and had the library automatically calculate the compression parameters that would best achieve that size target.
Note that, because DeepThin imposes a lower-bound on compression rate determined per-matrix based on the matrix's shape, targeting an overall network compression rate is not as simple as just compressing all learnable parameters to that ratio (as smaller parameters may hit the lower bound before reaching that ratio). To work around this, we utilize a multi-pass approach, where the user first defines the entire computation graph as well as the desired overall compression rate. In this first step, we leave the shapes of compressing sub-graph parameters undeclared, as we do not yet know to what extent we can or wish to compress each parameter. Next, our library attempts to set the sizes of the sub-graph parameters such that all matrices are compressed to the desired compression ratio, keeping track of when matrices reached their lower-bound, and the delta between the desired size and the lower bound. Finally, we attempt to distribute the "overhead" caused by matrices hitting their lower-bounds (and the small number of non-compressed model parameters) among other matrices which have not yet reached the lower-bound. This approach allows us to very accurately target compressed sizes to the desired maximum size.
Again, the same-size neural network method is modeldependent and was thus not included in our library. Instead, we hand-tuned the number of hidden units to roughly match the size of the other compression methods. Note that for networks more complex than simple feed-forward networks, deciding exactly how to manually reduce network size is a highly involved process, as deep combinations of convolutional, residual, and other layer types often do not have a single parameter which directly controls the network size.
Inference
We tested multiple compression methods and find experimentally in Section 6 that our proposed DeepThin compression method results in better accuracy than any competing method. Motivated by these findings, we decided to investigate the performance of DeepThincompressed networks further by writing a custom kernel for inference (rather than using existing TensorFlow operations) that computes a DeepThin-compressed matrix multiplication directly, without explicitly decompressing the entire weight matrix at once. We hope that such a fused operation will significantly lower runtime memory, compute, and energy usage of the inference phase by fitting the entire model in the compute device's cache and taking advantage of particular features of the DeepThin compression method to reduce total computation. Such considerations are extremely important, especially as devices that are storage-constrained enough to need a compressed model are also very likely to be memory-, compute-, or power-constrained as well. Computing such matrix multiplications more efficiently during the inference phase can directly lead to faster experiences and better battery life, two major considerations on mobile devices.
We wrote our operation directly in C++, using MKL [11] for computations and interfacing with the TensorFlow C++ APIs to define our kernel as a valid operation which can be added to a TensorFlow graph as described above. Our operation takes three parameters: the low-rank factors X f and W f , as well as the layer input to be multiplied. During the training phase, we tested a range of values for r, and found that r = 1 works either as well or better than other possible values with regard to accuracy, and as such all future discussion will assume r = 1.
As demonstrated in Figure 3 , we can think of the decompressed weight matrix W as having copies of W f tiled in a column-major fashion throughout the matrix. Each tiled copy of W f is scaled by the corresponding scalar in X f . The matrix multiplication is computed such that each cell in the output matrix consists of the sum of the dot products between each of the X f -scaled copies of W f in a single column and the respective slices of the input X. We consider two major optimizations for the above DeepThin-compressed matrix multiplication.
First, instead of scaling each copy of W f by an element of X f and then computing the dot product against the input slice (requiring 2 × n total multiply-adds), one can first compute the dot product between the relevant portions of W f and the input slice, then scale the resulting scalar value(s) by the scalar elements of X f (requiring n + 1 multiply-adds).
Second, following the above approach, we recognize that at certain points in the computation, shown in Figure 3 , we will end up computing the dot product between the same elements of W f and the same input slice (although that partial product will be later scaled by different elements from X f ). This redundancy can be exploited, such that after the first time a particular W f dot product is computed for a particular input slice that dot product is stored, and the kernel scales that dot product by all the X f values using it and sums those partial products for all of the cells that make use of that same dot product. This can significantly cut down on the most expensive part of the matrix multiplication, the dot product, by reusing these repetitive computations. Note that the number of times a particular dot product can be reused decreases as the LCM between the Q and n dimensions defined in Section 4 increases. Additionally, larger R dimensions leads to more overall computation, but also more possibilities for reuse.
Accuracy Results
We compare the accuracy of models compressed with DeepThin for the same compression rate against previous deep compression techniques, which include:
• HashedNet: A small set of possible weight values are distributed into a larger weight matrix according to a hashing function [4] . • Pruning: Matrices are iteratively pruned and the resultant sparse matrices stored with CSR format until the overall size is achieved [9] .
• Same-Size Networks: Manually lowering the number of hidden units in a network until the desired size is reached.
• Rank Factorization: Factoring weight matrices into smaller, lower-rank factors [6, 18] .
For DeepThin, all networks were compressed with r = 1 and n calculated as discussed in Section 4. We also compare against DeepThin-Shuffled -a DeepThin-compressed network, where the weight values are randomly distributed throughout the final weight matrix (as opposed to our re-layout operation). We compared the accuracy of all compression methods on two state-of-the-art speech recognition models. All accuracy plots have had models with a very similar compression rate grouped together horizontally around their mean compression rate in order to increase readability (as each compression method may have its own small differences in the final compressed size). Additionally, rank factorization tends to have a higher lower-bound size than the other methods (due to the requirement that the factor matrices retain dimensions Q and R), and as such have fewer possible configurations.
Although preliminary results show DeepThin accuracy is very competitive on ResNet and other CNN models, We do not report results for CNN models because the unusually large number of input/output channels and activations in modern CNNs would prevent inference models from fitting on the target devices even if the weights were completely removed (although there is no fundamental limitation of our method).
TFKaldi/Voxforge
First, we evaluated all compression methods on an acoustic model modified from the commonly used opensource speech recognition toolkit TFKaldi [17] and trained on the free Voxforge dataset [1] . The model is a standard feed-forward network consisting of 6 hidden layers of 2048 units each. The inputs to the model are 440 pre-processed audio features, each representing a frame of recorded speech. The outputs of the model are approximately 6928 "phones;" sub-syllable units of speech that are later compiled into words using a grammar-aware beam search decoder (we do not attempt to compress the decoder and do not include it in our size calculations, as it is not part of the deep network). We used the standard Kaldi [15] decoder to decode the phones and calculate word error rate (WER). As is standard in the TFKaldi toolkit, we report the lowest WER result out of a series of test batches.
The TFKaldi model contains 36, 080, 400 parameters and has an application (speech recognition) that is often used on low-power devices, making it a realistic target for compression. Figure 4 compares the test Word Error Rate (WER) at the end of five training epochs for each compression method compared. As expected, DeepThin networks show better results than competing methods at practically all tested compression rates. The average relative improvement in WER compared to each other method is summarized in Table 1 . Pruning and rank factorization rapidly degrade in performance as the model becomes smaller. Same-size networks perform well, but even with the non-scalable manual effort fail to match our low error rates.
Looking closer at Figure 4 , we first compare DeepThin to a same-size network, which represents a hand-tuned reduction in model parameters by reducing the size of each hidden layer in the network. We find that DeepThin consistently outperforms such same-size networks, clearly showing that our method makes more efficient use of its parameters even at such small sizes.
Next, we find that pruned models perform particularly poorly, losing nearly all ability to learn at compressed sizes less than approximately 1 100 of the uncompressed network. This can be attributed to the requirement that vast majorities of the model parameters be set to 0 in order to maintain the compression rate under CSR. This gives very little freedom to the network to learn anything at all. The inefficiencies of CSR only exacerbate the problem as the sizes get extremely small, requiring even more parameters to be pruned away than the compression rate would suggest.
The HashedNet model at the very smallest configuration has a slightly lower WER than the corresponding DeepThin networks, however such HashedNet models require significantly more computation and randomized memory access patterns which are very difficult to optimize for. Additionally, at all other configurations the DeepThin models outperform HashedNet, by up to 2 − 3% absolute WER.
Rank factorization performs very poorly as the size decreases, which is mostly due to the increase in symmetry effects discussed in Section 4 as the rank of the factors decreases to reach a lower compressed size. Solving this symmetry issue with the auxiliary matrix and re-layout operation as described in Section 4 is one of our main contributions, and the improvements from rank factorization to the DeepThin models visible in Figure 4 highlight its success.
Finally, we see that our method performs very similarly to a "shuffled DeepThin" approach, where W aux is randomly distributed into W (thus completely avoiding any symmetries in the final weight matrix). This shows that our re-layout operation, while being significantly more efficient to compute than a random shuffle, is still able to effectively deal with the symmetry issues caused by such factorization methods. Figure 5 shows the change in validation loss during training for a single compressed size (about 1 250 of the uncompressed model). Note that the pruned network (in red) begins training as an uncompressed model, then prunes weights incrementally every 50 iterations until the 550th iteration. As expected, we find that pruning has very little effect on accuracy for the first few pruning iterations, during which time it prunes away almost exclusively unimportant weights that would be essentially 0 even in a dense network. After approximately step 400, however, the prune steps are visible as large jumps in the validation loss, as the network is forced to begin removing weights that are vital to accurately predicting the output classes.
Rank Prune SSNN Hash TFKaldi 60.08% 56.96% 23.40% 6.12% DeepSpeech 28.09% 27.21% 20.45% 12.16% Table 1 . Average relative improvement of DeepThin compared to four other compression methods. TFKaldi numbers are in relative WER decrease, while DeepSpeech numbers are in relative test error reduction.
Here we see that different compression methods tend to do better on different datasets, however DeepThin consistently beats all other compression methods tested. ( 1 250 ) on the TFKaldi model, compared across the different methods tested. Note that the pruned model is not completely compressed until iteration 550, at which point it trains very poorly. Additionally, we see instability in the training of rank-factored matrices which is removed in the DeepThin curve through the use of the re-layout operation. HashedNets have very similar accuracy results to the DeepThin method, but rely on random memory access patterns and complex hash computations that significantly impede model runtime performance.
This visually demonstrates both how well pruning works for fairly large compressed network sizes (the initial smooth, decreasing portion of the graph where the weights pruned are unimportant) and the negative effects of pruning past this point (when the validation loss begins to increase significantly after each pruning step).
Rank-factorization (simply factoring each Q × R matrix into a Q × r and r × R matrix) is particularly unstable. Multiple times throughout the training process it diverges, and eventually ends up as the second-worst performing model. As the target compressed size gets smaller, we have found that this instability becomes an even larger issue, preventing it from ever reaching a satisfactory convergence better than the initial random parameters. This issue is caused primarily by the symmetries described in Section 4, which motivated and is solved by the use of an auxiliary matrix and re-layout operation in DeepThin.
We see as well that, although the same-size network approach reaches a reasonable validation loss by the end of training, it takes significantly longer to converge than DeepThin or HashedNet-compressed networks, which is not ideal when training resources are in high demand.
Finally, Figure 5 shows that HashedNets have extremely similar training curves to the DeepThin models, but our DeepThin models ultimately converge to a lower validation loss and WER. Additionally, HashedNets require both the computation of a complex hash and a random memory access for each individual weight in a weight matrix, which can have extreme effects on runtime performance. In contrast, we show in Section 7 that DeepThin has no such issues, and can be highly optimized to run significantly faster than uncompressed models, especially with the product-reuse technique demonstrated in Figure 3 .
DeepSpeech
We also tested DeepThin and other discussed compression techniques on a state-of-the-art speech recognition system called DeepSpeech [3] . This model, recently open sourced by Baidu, combines a one-dimensional convolutionallayer, multiple GRU recurrent layers [5] , and a feed-forward layer to produce a character prediction from a raw frequency spectrum. This system can be trained end-to-end to directly predict text from speech at the character level without a decoder.
We had a number of problems with the open-source model, particularly with its tendency to overfit the limited training data available. To overcome this, and to integrate it with our library, we ported it to TensorFlow, added learning rate decay, and removed batch normalization [12] on the recurrent layers.
The open-source DeepSpeech model contains neither a language model back-end nor any word error rate evaluation code, which prohibits us from reporting model WER. Instead, we report the test loss using the evaluation scripts included with the model. Figure 6 compares the best test loss after twenty training epochs for each compression method compared on the DeepSpeech model. Here, DeepThin networks outperform all other compression methods at all tested configurations. The average relative improvement in test loss compared to each other method is summarized in Table 1 .
Furthermore, Figure 6 shows that pruning performs particularly poorly for this model. We believe that because the model contains a number of smaller matrices, pruned models are forced to prune many layers almost completely, and this issue compounds itself as the input goes through the series of heterogeneous layers, each layer receiving significantly less information. here that DeepThin models significantly outperform all other compression methods, while same-size networks perform well for larger models but fail when the compressed size is made smaller. Pruning, rank factorization, and HashedNets all quickly devolve into ineffective models, only ever predicting the few most common letters (or complete silence) instead of learning useful models.
Same-size models perform competitively when the model size is relatively large, but lose almost all learning capacity as the sizes decreases.
HashedNets are more consistent, and do not lose learning ability as much as same-size or pruned networks, however even at the larger size networks tested they perform worse than DeepThin networks. Coupled with the serious performance and optimization issues encountered with HashedNets, they are clearly not a good choice for this model.
The rank-factorization models, meanwhile, show mediocre results and hit their lower-bound at approximately 1 100 the original model size -making them very difficult to compare to other methods and impossible to use for the majority of compression ratios targeted.
Furthermore, as with TFKaldi, we find that our proposed method performs slightly better than a shuffled DeepThin approach. Again, this demonstrates the effectiveness of our re-layout operation in removing symmetry issues while remaining highly efficient to compute. We also expect the non-shuffled DeepThin to do particularly well here, as it can still take advantage of local patterns in the input data that are particularly strong for the raw frequency spectrum inputs of DeepSpeech compared to the pre-processed features in the TFKaldi model.
LCM Effects
Next, we wanted to compare the effects of the LCM between n and Q as discussed in Section 4.
We did this by comparing the same compression rate (approximately 1 100 ) on TFKaldi using multiple different n values, to achieve different LCMs. The result is shown in Figure 7 .
Here we can clearly see the positive effect of choosing values for n that increase the LCM, and find a 28.56% relative decrease in validation loss by increasing the LCM (divided by 2048) from 25 to 101.
However, the trend is not extremely strong -as long as the LCM is not actively minimized, it seems that there is some variation in final validation loss given a certain LCM. This is partly because the figure is incomplete -in such a simple experiment, we can only consider the LCM with respect to one set of layers at a time, in this case the majority of the layers which have an input of 2048 units. At the same time, the first layer has 440 input units, which has a different factorization and causes different LCMs with the same values of n. This means that many of the points have higher or lower LCMs with respect to the input layer than they do with the other layers shown in the figure, causing extra symmetry issues that affect the final validation loss which are not accounted for in the figure. This highlights the importance of choosing a different n for each layer with a different input dimension Q in order to maximize the LCM on a per-layer basis, which our library is able to do automatically.
Additionally, we believe that the association between higher LCM and lower validation loss is mostly a rule of thumb -as long as the LCM is reasonably large, further increases impact model capacity to a lesser extent.
Performance Results
We evaluated the performance of DeepThin inference across three Haswell-and Broadwell-based platforms with varying cache sizes. Both the baseline, uncompressed implementations and DeepThin leverage MKL. The first platform is a Broadwell machine (CONF1) with 4 cores/8 threads at 3.30 GHz, 1 memory channel, and 6 MB of L3 cache. Next, we have a Broadwell-E machine (CONF2) with 10 cores/20 threads at 3.00 GHz, 8 memory channels, and 25 MB of L3 cache. Finally, the third platform is a Haswell machine (CONF3) with 36 cores/72 threads running at 2.30 GHz, 16 memory channels, and an L3 cache of 45 MB. All machines had 32 KB of L1 and 256 KB of L2 cache, and all tests were run on the CPU only.
We were particularly interested in how much faster our DeepThin models are when compared to the original, uncompressed model. To test this, we ran 1,000 onebatch iterations through the uncompressed TFKaldi DNN, and 100 one-batch iterations through the uncompressed DeepSpeech network (DeepSpeech is a considerably slower network, so we ran fewer batches). After recording the time taken, we ran the same tests on DeepThin-compressed versions of each model using the custom TensorFlow operation described in Section 5.3.1 and optimized to compute directly on the low-rank factors X f and W f . We report the speedup (X) for each configuration in Table 2 . Table 2 clearly demonstrates the impressive performance gains realizable from using DeepThin, sometimes reaching speeds of up to 14X faster than the uncompressed model. This effect is primarily visible on the machine equipped with smaller caches that more closely represents a real-world lower-end client situation, though we also find large performance benefits on even the most capable, cluster machine.
Most of these performance gains come from a smaller overall memory footprint that often results in the entire model being stored in the CPU cache(s), significantly Table 2 . Comparing the execution speed of DeepThin models across both TFKaldi and DeepSpeech at a range of different compressed sizes and machines. Compressed sizes have small variations between machines, but are accurate within 0.0001. All results are presented in "X faster" than the speed of the uncompressed, baseline model. We find that the largest gains come from platforms with smaller cache sizes, but that using DeepThin consistently reduces execution time across all configurations tested, making it ideal for environments where latency and power usage are important.
improving performance over multiple runs, as it no longer has to wait to receive model parameters from the slower main memory. However, a smaller memory footprint alone is not enough -models like HashedNet, for example, have similarly small memory usage but require the computation of an expensive hash function and a random, non-contiguous memory access to compute the matrix multiplication. DeepThin, by contrast, requires no such hashing function and uses completely contiguous memory accesses. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 5.3.1, DeepThin models can be further optimized for inference performance by re-using partial products, which can cut the amount of computation by over 2× in some models.
Note that the trend in the table is that smaller models run faster, up to about 0.0027 of the original model size. However, once the model is small enough to fit in a sufficiently-fast cache, the most important factor in the models speed quickly becomes how often the dot products can be reused, as shown in Figure 3 . As the models get smaller, n must increase (see Equation 7 n is usually much smaller than Q × R, making the first term in the numerator -which shrinks as n increasesthe most important in determining compression rate), which means there are fewer total partial products and a larger LCM, allowing for less total reuse in the computation and thus more overall computation.
Conclusions
Compressing machine learning models to run on storage-, compute-, and power-constrained devices is quickly becoming a major area of research and industry interest. Existing compression methods struggle to compress models below 1 − 2% of their original sizes and/or add significantly to the computational complexity of the models. We propose DeepThin, a compression method improving significantly on low-rank matrix factorization. We also present a compression library that integrates with TensorFlow to quickly and easily compress machine learning models with multiple compression methods. We evaluate DeepThin and find that it achieves up to 60% better results than competing methods. Finally, we devise a custom kernel for DeepThincompressed networks and demonstrate inference speed increases of up to 14X over uncompressed networks using a variety of performance optimizations.
